
A contemporary of Pastuer was Jean-Baptiste Biot.   Biot’s work in chromatic polarization and rotary polarization greatly 

advanced the field of optics.    

 

Biot could cut different quartz crystals perpendicular to their 

axis.  After doing so, Biot could rotate the plane of polarized light 

either to the left or to the right depending on the geometry of 

the crystal he used. Biot also repeated these results with 

solutions (not crystals) of certain naturally occurring organic 

liquids, e.g., oils of lemon, laurel, or turpentine; sugar; or 

camphor. Certain classes of naturally occurring organic 

compounds which can rotate the plane of polarized light are said 

to be optically active.  Synthetic organic compounds cannot 

rotate the plane of polarized light and are deemed optically 

inactive.   

 

For example, Biot established that a solution of tartaric acid derived from plants rotated the plane of polarization of light 

to the right (in other words, plant derived tartaric acid was dextrorotatory).  Synthetic Racemic acid (i.e. Tartaric acid as 

produced in the laboratory) had such no polarizing effect on light.   In fact, one name for glucose, dextrose, refers to the 

fact that it causes linearly polarized light to rotate to the right or dexter side. In a similar manner, levulose, more 

commonly known as fructose, causes the plane of polarization to rotate to the left.  This difference between naturally 

occurring organic vs synthetic compounds confounded scientists of the day.   

Pasteur discovered that Racemic acid can consist of two different geometrically 

mirror imaged (hemihedral) crystals with opposite optical properties.  Pasteur 

painstakingly separated out the two sets of crystals with tweezers before preparing 

two separate solutions.  Jean-Baptiste Biot was amazed at Pasteur’s report that he 

could obtain produce two different solutions of tartaric acid; one “dextrorotatory” 

and another “levorotatory”.  

 

For the full story – go to these links:   

http://www.springerlink.com/content/t4391m12k74h2306/fulltext.pdf 

Clearly something was different about natural organic molecules given their chiral properties were manifested while in 

solution.  Pasteur correctly attributed differential optical activity to what he termed “molecular asymmetry”, where each 

enantiomer formed different crystals with different geometric shapes that were either right or left handed (in deference 

to rotary polarization). (Link) 

For a summary:  http://www.uh.edu/engines/epi604.htm 

In other words, Pasteur was the first scientist to understand the “homochirality problem”.  Pasteur’s  firmly believed 

that all metabolism including fermentation constituted a special class of reaction that only occur in living organisms; i.e. 

there something special, maybe even supernatural to life.  That is why Pasteur persistently believed that living things 

(the cells) contained a mysterious “vital force”. According to Pasteur, those marvelous macromolecules made by a cell 

could never be made in a test-tube.  Pasteur was unaware of enzymes! 

This constitutes yet another “chicken-egg” problem, to whit; which came first ‘Which came first, homochirality or life?’  

For an extended analysis of the “homochirality problem; refer to http://www.allaboutscience.org/chirality.htm 

For more on the biological relevance of entantiomers, including the thalidomide tragedy that was related to the 

presence in the drug of both the mirror-image forms:  I recommend you refer to Lawrence Kok’s excellent AP 

BiologyChemistry blog.  http://lawrencekok.blogspot.com/2011/06/ib-chemistry-stereoisomerism-optical.html 
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